
Pseudo-Quiz #1

Name:



1. Draw a class diagram that represents an abstract data model of expression trees.
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2. Write the code that instantiates the following formula using the classes from Figure 1.

A+(5−3.35)∗ (−6.9/B)
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3. Draw an object diagram that represents the expression from question 2.
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4. Consider how you would add a print function into the Expr hierarchy that you could call on
any Expr pointer and the function would print the entire expression referred to by the pointer
to standard output. (Hint: print should be polymorphic.) Reimplement the following classes
with the function: Expr, Binary Operator, Add, and Literal. (You’re implementation for
these classes should make it clear how to reimplement the rest.)
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5. Printing is just one of many operations that you might want to perform on an expression. As
you want to implement more and more operations, what problem arises? (Keep in mind that
the Expr hierarchy is a reusable asset.)

6. In terms of the most basic best-practices in class design, name one really bad thing about
our implementation of the Expr hierarchy. How would you fix it? Give enough examples to
completely illustrate your solution.
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7. Imagine the Expr classes were used in a calculator application that allowed the user to inter-
actively enter, clear, and re-enter expressions. If the Expr objects were dynamically allocated,
how would you delete an expression when the user cleared it? Show an illustrative example
of how you would do it. You may modify the Expr classes.
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1 class Expr {
2 protected:
3 Expr() {}
4 };
5 class Literal : public Expr {
6 public:
7 double value;
8 Literal(double d = 0.0) : value(d) {}
9 };

10 class Variable : public Expr {
11 public:
12 string name;
13 Variable(const string& s = "") : name(s) {}
14 };
15 class Unary_Expr : public Expr {
16 public:
17 Expr* arg;
18 protected:
19 Unary_Expr(Expr* e = 0) : arg(e) {}
20 };
21 class Negate : public Unary_Expr {
22 public:
23 Negate(Expr* e = 0) : Unary_Expr(e) {}
24 };
25 class Binary_Expr : public Expr {
26 public:
27 Expr* left;
28 Expr* right;
29 protected:
30 Binary_Expr(Expr* l = 0, Expr* r = 0) : left(l), right(r) {}
31 };
32 class Add : public Binary_Expr {
33 public:
34 Add(Expr* l = 0, Expr* r = 0) : Binary_Expr(l, r) {}
35 };
36 class Subtract : public Binary_Expr {
37 public:
38 Subtract(Expr* l = 0, Expr* r = 0) : Binary_Expr(l, r) {}
39 };
40 class Multiply : public Binary_Expr {
41 public:
42 Multiply(Expr* l = 0, Expr* r = 0) : Binary_Expr(l, r) {}
43 };
44 class Divide : public Binary_Expr {
45 public:
46 Divide(Expr* l = 0, Expr* r = 0) : Binary_Expr(l, r) {}
47 };

Figure 1: Rudimentary implementation of expression trees.
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